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Nature itself, to completely destroy odors and pollutants naturally!
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MuLTIPET QuICk STArT OPErATION GuIdE
Please read the entire User Guide/Instruction Booklet before using

1. Plug power cord into the side of your CatMouse MultiPet unit.
2. Plug Power Supply Adapter into suitable wall power outlet.

(add proper extension cord if needed)
3. Mount or place your CatMouse MultiPet in desired elevated location. Optimal

placement of your CatMouse MultiPet is on a bookshelf, countertop, table or at
least 3 feet from the floor. You can also hang your unit higher on the wall using
the included mounting kit.

4. Push ON/OFF button until green light comes on.
5. Select LOW/HI output setting (on left side of unit) of your CatMouseMultiPet. 

That's it! Start Enjoying The Odor Free, Clean & Green Life!

Congratulations...You have just made a wise investment

in the World’s Best natural odor eliminator! We invite you to try it out on

the most problematic pet or other various odors in your home, basement,

garage, cabin, closets, trailer, motor home, truck or car...virtually

anywhere. You will be absolutely amazed by the ReSUlTS!

CatMouse MultiPetTM Room
Deodorizing & Sanitizing Unit

Repositionable 
Mounting Strip,
2 Screws & Wall Anchors

Included

12VDC

Vehicle

Adapter

120VAC Power Supply

12VDC Adapter

CatMouse MultiPet Package Contents



The original World’s Most Effective & “Greenest” Electronic Odor

Eliminator will sniff out and devour your litter box odors, pet odors and all

other home odor problems... Instantly, Electronically, Naturally and Safely!

Dollar for dollar, nothing on Earth is More Effective, Green, Natural and

Economical at Eliminating Odors than the CatMouseMultiPet.
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Safety Symbol Definitions
The purpose of the safety symbols is to attract your attention to possible

dangers. The safety symbols and the explanations with them, deserve your

careful attention and understanding. The safety warnings do not, by

themselves, eliminate any danger. The instructions or warnings they give are

not substitutes for proper accident prevention measures.

Symbol meaning

             SaFeTy aleRT Symbol:
             Indicates caution, warning or danger. May be used in conjunction with 
             other symbols or pictographs.

             DangeR: Failure to obey a safety warning will result in serious injury or 
             death to yourself or others. Always follow the safety precautions to 
             reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock, and personal injury.

             WaRning: Failure to obey a safety warning can result in serious injury 
             to yourself or to others. Always follow the safety precautions to reduce 
             the risk of fire, electrical shock, and personal injury.

             CaUTion: Failure to obey a safety warning may result in property 
             damage or personal injury. Always follow the safety precautions to 
             reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock, and personal injury.

          noTe: Advises you of information or instructions vital to the operation or 
             maintenance of the equipment.
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Rules For Safe Operation
    

     DangeR: Keep away from water sources including rain, bathtubs, 
     sinks and pools. 

 DangeR: Keep away from children. It is not a toy!

 DangeR: Do not use in explosive air environments, near gas vapors,  or 
other flammables, etc.

 DangeR: Do not place flammables or ignitable items on top of unit.

 DangeR: Never place any living thing (including pets) inside a totally
closed small container with the CatMouse MultiPet for any extended 

 period of time. Activated Oxygen (O3) by itself, is NOT life sustaining as 
 is Oxygen (O2). The CatMouse MultiPet can be safely used in the 
 presence of small animals and humans wherever normal airflow exists.

 WaRning: Do not further dismantle the CatMouse MultiPet other 
 than for cleaning the unit as instructed to avoid damage to internal parts.

 WaRning: Maintain a distance of at least 24 inches (60.96 cm) from 
 the grill of the CatMouse MultiPet if exposed to it continuously for 
 very prolonged periods of time (ie: while sleeping or watching TV, etc.).

 WaRning: For individuals with a history of respiratory disease or 
 sensitivity:  The CatMouse MultiPet entirely complies with U.S. 
 safety standards for low Activated Oxygen (O3) emission (less than 0.04 
 ppm, less than typically found in natural fresh, clean outside air). 
 Persons with a history of respiratory disease should seek the advice of 
 their physician regarding possible very rare sensitivity to low levels of 
 Activated Oxygen (O3). For the vast majority of individuals, the negative 
 health effects of pollutants, toxins, germs, bacteria, mold, pollen, etc., 
 can be far more intolerable and unhealthy than nature’s own everyday 
 oxidizing pollution fighter.

 WaRning: Activated Oxygen (O3) and Ion concentrations increase or 
  decrease depending on the size of the enclosed area in which they are gen-
  erated. The smaller and more enclosed the space, the higher the concentration.

 noTe: A static electricity sound may be emitted from the CatMouse  
 MultiPet in the event it comes into contact with high levels of humidity. 
 This is NOT a malfunction.

 noTe: Unplug if not used for extended periods of time.
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oRganiC oXyionS......
The earth’s most “Purrrfect”, greenest Deodorizer
There’s an amazing new natural “GREEN” money-saving odor eater in town

and it’s declaring war on ALL ODORS! The Electronic CatMouse MultiPet

devours odors and toxic pollutants with organic Oxyions and eventually

leaves behind only beneficial, healthy oxygen and healthy ions in the
process, just as Nature does everyday! The CatMouse MultiPet meets all

regulatory compliance standards. It is virtually nature’s lightning in a box.

Thanks to new micro-electronic advances, this powerful, commercial grade,

natural, deodorizing technology is now available in the electronic CatMouse

MultiPet...for use by virtually everyone.... everyday!

The CatMouse MultiPet generates these natural organic Oxyions by

precision controlled, plasma gasification, through electronic corona

discharge emission. Nature already invented the “Purrrfect” miracle

deodorizer eons ago...organic Oxyions, a natural balance of Activated

Oxygen (O3) and Negative Ions.  Organic Oxyions are produced daily by

Nature from lightning storms, sunshine, rain showers, ocean waves and

waterfalls, for example. Just as in Nature, the electronic CatMouse MultiPet

produces these natural organic Oxyions, to naturally clean the earth’s air

supply and environment. Without them, we could likely all die of putrification

from our planet’s pollutants, waste, germs, bacteria, molds, viruses, fungi,

etc.  Now, YOU can harness Nature’s miracle, safely, right in your own
home, with the same beneficial natural results!

The CatMouse MultiPet is the “Purrrfect” deodorizer and sanitizer because it

can kill and completely destroy odors, germs, viruses, bacteria, mold,

mildew and most pollutants on a “molecular level”– and the only remaining
byproduct is beneficial oxygen! Organic Activated Oxygen (O3) quickly

starts to revert to pure Oxygen (O2) in about 30 minutes, eventually leaving

behind no toxic residues or pollutants. Nature’s Activated Oxygen (O3) has

a half-life of about 30 minutes, meaning it reduces itself by half about every

30 minutes. Initial half-life reduction is fast because the concentrated

Activated Oxygen will immediately start attaching itself to pollutants, odors
and microorganisms, destroying them in the process. Any “residual Activated

Oxygen”  will remain and reduce at a slightly slower pace but still, about

every 30 minutes.

CatMouse MultiPet Nature’s own miracle deodorizer 3
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The CatMouse MultiPet emits organic Oxyions at the same levels as fresh

country air. actually, even fresh, clean country air (not polluted city air)

often naturally contains twice the organic activated oxygen levels as

the Catmouse multiPet produces or government regulations typically

even allow! Opening your windows to let fresh, clean air into your home

could, therefore, exceed regulatory limits! Ridiculous? Yes, once you know

the facts. Remember these are the same regulatory government agencies

that convinced you to eat Transfats for decades, not realizing they were up

to eight times more likely to clog your arteries than natural butter, but, as

we know, big corporate money rules!

In fact, the Activated Oxygen portion is actually Nature’s Greenest Miracle

disinfectant and deodorizer. It is routinely used commercially to disinfect,

sanitize and deodorize hospitals, commercial kitchens, gyms, hot tubs,

drinking water and swimming pools, etc.  Virtually all drinking water is

disinfected with it!

Even when dissolved in water, it makes a highly effective and safe

disinfectant which is non-toxic and non-staining. Activated Oxygen is 13

times more soluble in water than Oxygen. Activated Oxygen disinfects

3,100 times faster than chlorine bleach without toxic man-made chemicals!

Super oxygenated (ozonated) water stays at full strength for only

approximately 15 minutes. The Activated Oxygen then again reverts back to

oxygen, leaving no harmful pollutant residuals behind, while having

effectively destroyed pathogens (bacteria, viruses, fungi, mold, etc.).

Ozonated water is used for safely and instantly cleaning stains from clothes,

carpets, upholstery and furniture. It is also effective for sanitizing

countertops, vegetables or a multitude of other surfaces, even foods.

Activated Oxygen is often erroneously referred to as ozone pollution. Media

ignorance has cast an undeserved negative stigma on Nature’s

environmental purifier by incorrectly naming it as a pollutant, like smog. In

fact, it is Nature’s much needed reaction to man-made pollutants, including
smog! It destroys the pollutants, then amazingly reverts back to oxygen and

clean air. Ozone is, however, much easier to measure than pollutants in the
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the air. Erroneously named “ozone alerts”, are therefore, actually “pollution

alerts!” It is, in fact, Nature’s response to the need to clean man-made

pollutants from our air,  not the other way around. Nature’s organic ozone is

not the problem, it’s the solution...pollution is the problem. Ozone is the

“Solution To Pollution”! Nature’s own ozone (air bleach) is the answer to

destroying pollution. We couldn’t live without it! Just as big Drug Company

lobbyists push profitable prescription drugs (killing an estimated

150,000 people per year) and undermine natural Health, big Chemical

Company lobbyists push profitable (but toxic) Chemicals, thereby

undermining nature's existing safe, simple, low cost solutions, such as

nature’s own organic ozone (o3), as utilized by most of the rest of the

civilized world.

Organic Activated Oxygen has been the only viable, long-term method for

removing the most difficult odor problems both in nature and commercially.

Removing smoke, soot and even dead animal and human cadaver odors

from buildings, automobiles and homes, have all been best accomplished

with Activated Oxygen. Only Activated Oxygen (O3) can permeate every

crack & crevice and attack and organically alter the odor causing

compounds themselves, rendering them inert, ultimately leaving only fresh

Oxygen(O2) when its work is done! It’s Nature’s Greenest Miracle! In very

high, non-inhabitable doses, it even eliminates bed bugs and other insects!

It is utilized for this purpose routinely.

If it weren’t for the oxidizing power of Nature’s Organic Activated Oxygen as

in Oxyions, our entire planet would, in all probability, be one putrefied,

smelly, toxic, mess! It’s Nature’s answer to destroying the Earth’s pollutants,

and now you can own, control and enjoy the many benefits of Nature’s

Activated Oxygen (O3) miracle anywhere in your own home, easily and

inexpensively. You can destroy odors, toxins, bacteria, germs, viruses,

molds and more......all naturally, effectively and safely!

inexpensive  •  Compact  •  Powerful • organic by nature

Safe & Healthy Residual byproduct... oxygen

Replaces hundreds of toxic deodorizing & disinfecting

 chemical products and their endless pollution & high costs!



The CatMouse MultiPet – Nature’s own “green” miracle deodorizer is so

effective it can even de-scent skunk odor! If it can do that and eliminate

extremely difficult litter box and pet odors, imagine the hundreds of other

uses for this amazing little device in your home! If you can think of it, you

can deodorize and sanitize it, with the CatMouse MultiPet!

The CatMouse MultiPet is most effective for cleaning and deodorizing areas

up to 500 sq. ft. and is easy to place anywhere including your home,

garage, kennels, cabin, trailer or vehicle! You can deodorize & sanitize

virtually any object or area by simply placing the CatMouse MultiPet above,

or in close proximity to it. (Note: No living creature or plant can be placed

into tightly confined, small containers with the CatMouse MultiPet. Activated

Oxygen (O3) is not Oxygen and cannot by itself support life as does Oxygen

(O2), despite the eventual reversion of O3 back to Oxygen in about 30

minutes. Activated Oxygen is heavier than air and therefore flows
downward, so placing the CatMouse MultiPet above the object to be treated

is beneficial.

THe FilTHy FaCTS

Germs, bacteria and viruses not only threaten us...they can kill!

New scientific evidence is emerging pointing to germs as a link to
inflammation-causing heart disease, even cancer.

The typical office desk area has 400 times the amount of bacteria
than the average toilet seat. Worst offenders: phones, staplers, your
computer keyboard and mouse! Worldwide, money is the filthiest of
all items handled, and your wallet is a virtual breeding petri dish for
bacteria. Purses and briefcases are also among the dirtiest, worst
offenders. These items are routinely set down on the filthiest surfaces
imaginable (like airport toilet floors) and then innocently and
unconsciously placed on desks and even kitchen countertops, which
you EAT from! No wonder so many people are sick and health care
costs are skyrocketing.

CatMouse MultiPet Nature’s own miracle deodorizer 6



CatMouse MultiPet Benefits/Features

Why is the Catmouse so superior to chemical 

air fresheners and cleaners?

The CatMouse MultiPet attacks the problem instantly on a
molecular level, just as nature does, completely oxydizing and
eliminating the bacteria and chemicals causing the odors.
Various amounts of Activated Oxygen (O3) is used worldwide to
hygienically kill germs, bacterias, smoke, molds, mildews and
fungus in the treated area including all surfaces, crevices,
carpets and more. The CatMouse MultiPet will eliminate odors
from litterboxes, dog beds, hamster/guinea pig/gerbil/reptile/bird
cages, aquariums and most anything you can think of!

Chemical aerosol Sprays and plug-in deodorizers can create
more pollutants than they cover up, by adding even more toxic
allergenic chemicals into your home and on your possessions
forever, accumulating with every application. They also cost
an ongoing, exorbitant amount of money to use and contribute
to the ever increasing landfill problem. They are bad for you, bad
for your pet(s) and bad for your environment! Chemical residues
will remain virtually forever in your home.

Fan Driven air Filters. Only the air driven through the noisy,
energy-consuming fans is filtered and cleaned. Even charcoal
filters do not kill and remove a fraction of the pollutants and
toxins the CatMouse MultiPet can. It effectively cleans,
deodorizes and sanitizes the area, leaving behind only oxygen!
It’s one of Nature’s Best, Greenest Miracles.

effectively removes allergens and other Pollutants safely.

Organic Oxyions, a precise proprietary combination of natural
Activated Oxygen (O3) and beneficial high Negative Ion
concentration produced by CatMouse MultiPet, effectively and
most economically removes just about any type of airborne
pollutant. When Oxyions have effectively oxydized the odors
etc., they revert back to oxygen in about 30 minutes. The only
lasting byproduct is Oxygen.
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adjustable efficiency
The smaller the area being deodorized and the higher the output
setting utilized, the higher the Oxyion concentration will be and
vice-versa. Placing a non-living item such as shoes in a covered
plastic storage bin, along with the The CatMouse MultiPet, set to
high, maximizes its deodorizing and disinfecting power. When
utilizing this speed method to deodorize your article, it is only
necessary to continue deodorizing until the offending odor is gone.
We advise checking your articles every 12-24 hours as “over”
deodorizing and oxidizing is not recommended. 

High Density negative ion output
The CatMouse MultiPet utilizes 16 corrosion-resistant stainless
steel, precise needlepoints to generate a high concentration of
beneficial negative Ions. The needlepoint ionization system provides
the highest level of beneficial, healthful negative Ions when
compared with other methods.

long lasting, Durable
Because the CatMouse MultiPet needlepoints are constructed of
surgical stainless steel, they resist corrosion unlike other
needlepoints typically made of less durable materials. Ordinary
needlepoints will erode and produce only a low level of ion after the
initial few months of operation. Our stainless steel needlepoints will
continuously provide a consistent level of high ion output for the life
of the unit.

built to last
Only simple routine maintenance is required for optimal results. No
filters to buy or replace ever!

Whisper Quiet operation
The CatMouse MultiPet is virtually silent, generating an ionic breeze
without the need of a fan.

Compact and Stylish
The small dimensions, attractive, unobtrusive, versatile design of
the CatMouse MultiPet make it easy to place anywhere in your
home, cabin, motor home, trailer or vehicle! The pearl white exterior
complements any decor.

CatMouse MultiPet Benefits/Features 8



Saves Time, money & landfill Waste

The CatMouse MultiPet requires little maintenance and no
replacement filter costs! Due to minimal power consumption, it only
costs pennies to run.  It will replace many very expensive, toxic,
household deodorizers, polluting air fresheners and the time and
costly expense needed to purchase and dispose of them. Over the
course of a year, you could save thousands of dollars, while
producing no landfill waste! It is truly Nature’s Greenest Organic
Deodorizer and Sanitizer.

natural, Clean Scent while eliminating and Destroying odors

The combination of Ionization and Activated Oxygen results in a
fresh, clean, natural air smell as found in the great outdoors–
especially after a thunder/rain storm– while consuming, destroying
and neutralizing odors, fumes, smoke and other unhealthy, toxic
chemical compounds and pollutants.

oxyions–Safe organic activated oxygen output

Only the required, effective minimal amount of Activated Oxygen
(O3) is produced by the CatMouse MultiPet, just as in Nature,
making it safe to operate, even in small open areas. It operates well
below the U.S. FDA limits of below 0.05 ppm output level, as well
as the OSHA, EPA, and NIOSH health limit standards. The high
Negative Ion concentration and Activated Oxygen (O3) produced by
the CatMouse MultiPet can effectively remove virtually any type of
airborne pollutant from the air. This includes allergens, chemicals,
scent, bacteria, viruses and many other types of pathogens and
compounds.

HEALTHY STrESS-rEduCING NATurAL IONS CAN ALSO rELAX PETS
ANd OWNErS ALIkE!
Can Help increase Comfort, Relaxation & maintain alertness
Scientific studies show that adrenaline levels are lower in the
presence of Oxyion’s Negative Ions, for man and animals alike.

improve Disposition, Stamina and Stress levels
Superior clean, high Negative Ion air quality as produced by the
CatMouse MultiPet Oxyions can improve your and your pet’s health,
energy and mood. At Yosemite Falls, one may experience over
100,000 Negative Ions per cubic centimeter. This is far from the 
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All Odors/Fumes
Germs
Viruses
Mildew
Bacteria (including MRSA)
Staphylococcus
E-Coli
Fungi
Cigarette Smoke
Algae
Formaldehyde
Exhaust fumes 
Carbon Monoxide
Tetrachloride
Dust Mites (Oxydizes their food
source– human skin cells)

Nicotine

Acrylic
Chemicals & Their Odors
Acid Odors 
Gases/Fumes
Benzene
Ammonia
Mold/Mold Spores
Fertilizer Chemicals
Oils
Resins
Carbolic Acid
Propane
Ether Alcohol
Industrial Waste 

Solid Air Particles

Animal/Pet Dander

Bacteria/Microorganisms

Insect Feces (Allergenic)

Dust

Pollens

Mold Spores

Chemical Precipitants

Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs)

ACTIVATED OXYGEN O3 NEGATIVE IONS

List Of Pollutants Known To Be Destroyed By OXYIONS

CatMouse MultiPet Benefits/Features 10

meager 100 Negative Ions per cubic centimeter found in many
polluted, air tight, homes of today. This is why we feel better in
the great outdoors near the sea shore, waterfalls and forests!

The high Negative Ion concentration and Activated Oxygen
produced by the CatMouse MultiPet can effectively remove just
about any type of airborne pollutant. See the chart below. There are
endless benefits and features to having the CatMouse MultiPet in
your home and in your life, wherever it’s needed:

• Naturally kills odors without toxic waste, cost, cover-up scents or
fragrances. Nothing left behind but Oxygen! Even eliminates toxic smoke
and fumes and chemicals from your home.

• Safe OxyionTM output with a fresh, natural, sweet, clean smell

• Whisper quiet operation in any mode

• Ultra-low energy-saver 6 watt power consumption (typical of a nightlight)

• Exceptionally high, beneficial and air cleansing Ion output

• Stylish low profile, compact design in a versatile, attractive, durable finish

• Place anywhere! Generous 6 ft. safe, low voltage power supply cord
allows convenient, safe and versatile placement

• Low maintenance, no filters to replace or buy ever!

• Activated Oxygen/Ion generating needlepoint stainless steel emitter. 

• Includes 120VAC Power Adapter, 12VDC Vehicle Adapter, mounting
hardware and complete educational Instruction & User Guide



fig. 2

fig. 3

fig. 4

fig. 1

1) Select a power source:

Option #1: 120VAC Power Adapter

Plug 120VAC Power low-voltage safety Adapter 
into wall outlet.

Option #2: 12VDC Vehicle Adapter

Plug 12VDC Vehicle Adapter into 12VDC power 
source.

2) Connect the other end of the cord into the jack of 
the unit, located on the right side (fig. 1).

3) locate the ON/OFF button on the left side of the 
unit. Press the “ON/OFF” button once (fig. 2).The 
red leD power indicator will light up indicating the 
unit is activated and ready to operate.

4) To adjust level of odor elimination, locate the 
“leVel” button to the left of the “ON/OFF” button. 

• HI: Push the “leVel” button once and 
wait for green light to illuminate (fig. 3). 
This will emit the maximum amount of 
Oxyions for maximum odor control on a 
continuous basis.

• LOW: Push “leVel” button again and 
wait for the yellow light to illuminate 
(fig. 4). This will emit an intermittent 
amount of Oxyions, approximately three 
minutes on/two minutes off, for moderate 
odor control.

5) Press the “ON/OFF” button again to turn off the 
unit.

CatMouse MultiPet Operation & Installation 11

DANGER: Keep away from water sources
including rain, bathtubs, sinks and pools.
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6) Mounting your CatMouse MultiPet:

Option #1: Wall Mounting

Keyhole Mounting

Drill or punch two 3/16” holes, 7”
apart in desired mounting location.
Press anchors firmly into holes (fig.
5a). Turn in the screws leaving approx.
1/4” of each screw extending from the
wall. Mount by placing the keyholes
located at the back of the CatMouse
MultiPet over the screws (fig. 5b).

Option #2: Surface Mounting

Repositionable Mounting Strips

Separate opposing repositionable
mounting strips. Remove adhesive
backing paper from one side and
attach to desired location. Remove
adhesive backing paper from other
side and attach to the CatMouse
MultiPet. Secure unit to desired
location (fig. 6).

IMPOrTANT NOTE: Oxyions are heavier
than air and migrate downward, thus it is
recommended to place the CatMouse
MultiPet higher than the objects or area
you are deodorizing and sanitizing.

fig. 6

fig. 5a

fig. 5b

NOTE: Units being mounted on the wall require use of the units Keyhole
Mounting method. Units being mounted on surfaces as in moving
vehicles require Repositionable Mounting Strips method.

Wall Mounting

Surface Mounting



fig. 7

fig. 8

fig. 9

fig. 10

emitter Cover Screws

About every one to three months, check and
clean stainless steel emitter as necessary.

1) Unplug the CatMouse MultiPet (fig. 7).

2) Simply turn unit upside down on a soft
towel. Rotate screws counter-clockwise on
stainless steel emitter cover (fig. 8).

3) Remove stainless steel emitter by lifting
straight up and out (fig. 9). Gently brush,
wipe and/or rinse off with water and a mild
detergent like dish soap (fig. 10). Always
thoroughly dry emitter before reinstalling.

4) Carefully, correctly re-align emitter on each
side (note alignment markings) and gently
reinstall by rotating screws clockwise on
emitter cover until snug. Do not overtighten.

To keep your CatMouse MultiPet unit
operating at absolute peak performance in
heavy, constant use on HI output, we
recommend inspecting and cleaning it
monthly as needed.
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DANGER: Always unplug the unit
before performing any maintenance.

CAUTION: Never use solvents or
harsh chemicals to clean any portion
of the unit.

DANGER: Keep the unit itself away
from water sources including rain,
bathtubs, sinks and pools.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What are oxyions?

oxyions are a carefully crafted proprietary blend of negative ions

and organic activated oxygen, produced in the same

proportions and quantities as found in the best of nature. This

effectively brings the benefits of fresh clean country air inside,

without energy loss or security risks.  It’s like opening a window after

a cleansing lightning rain storm...electronically! The Activated Oxygen

(O3) portion is nothing more than natural Oxygen (O2) with an

additional Oxygen atom, created by a high electric charge (as in

lightning). In Nature it is produced by the sun’s ultra-violet rays,

waterfalls, ocean waves and associated with thunderstorms. It leaves

you with the fresh, clean, natural smell associated with a

thunderstorm and the passing of lightning storms. As is the case of

most Activated Oxygen Generators, Activated Oxygen (O3) is created

by a high voltage (but relatively harmless, due to low amperage)

electrical spark corona discharge that occurs safely within the unit.

How Do oxyions Work?

As in Nature, Negative Ions and Activated Oxygen work

synergistically to purify our world. The Activated Oxygen (O3) portion

has an extra Oxygen atom, which is unstable, therefore it instantly

seeks out odors, chemicals, smoke, bacteria, mold, mildew and

pollutants. After its oxidation work is done, it turns back to its original

form, Oxygen (O2)! As it finds these agents, it will bind to them,

oxidize them and eventually leave behind only Oxygen (O2).

Generally, the bad, harmful bacteria are anaerobic, thriving in a low

oxygen environment and good, beneficial bacteria are aerobic,

thriving in a high oxygen environment.



are oxyions Safe?

They are not only completely safe, they are essential to a healthy life!

The organic Activated Oxygen portion, at the levels emitted by the

CatMouse MultiPet, are completely safe, just as in Nature, when used

as directed. The Maximum Acceptable Concentration (MAC), as

established by OSHA, is 0.10 PPM for 8 hours per day, 5 days a

week. Activated Oxygen can be an irritant in very high

concentrations.  The CatMouse MultiPet has an Activated Oxygen

Output of only 0.01 to 0.04 ppm - well below FDA, EPA, OSHA and

NIOSH limit standards and below levels found in the cleanest,

freshest outdoor air! You can rest easy knowing your CatMouse

MultiPet is not only completely safe for you and your pet(s) but will

help you maintain better health in a cleaner, more odor-free,

pathogen-free environment.  A good rule of thumb is that if you can

smell Activated Oxygen coming from the unit at a distance of 5-10

feet, you should reduce the setting. Detecting only a faint smell, or

none at all, is typically an extremely safe level. Unlike the hundreds of

thousands of harmful chemical incidents, there has NEVER been a

reported fatality worldwide from the use of Activated Oxygen (O3),

nor even a workers compensation claim.

What is the life of activated oxygen (o3)?

Nature’s Activated Oxygen (O3) has a half-life of about 30 minutes,

meaning it reduces itself by half about every 30 minutes. The

CatMouse MultiPet deodorizes and sanitizes safely and effectively

because it completely destroys all odors, chemicals and their fumes,

bacteria, mold, mildew and most pollutants...the only remaining

byproduct is Oxygen! Initial half-life reduction is fast because the

concentrated Activated Oxygen (O3) immediately starts attaching

itself to chemical fumes, pollutants, odors, bacteria and

microorganisms – destroying them in the process. Any remaining

“residual Activated Oxygen (O3)” will be reduced in half

approximately every 30 minutes. Any residual Activated Oxygen (O3)

can be quickly dissipated by simply “airing out” an area at any time if

needed.
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Natural Sanitizing Organic Activated Oxygen (O3) Levels

Fresh Outside Air                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                     .15 -.50 ppm

OSHA Limits                                                                                                                         .10 ppm

NIOSH Limits                                                                                                                        .10 ppm

EPA Limits                                                                                                                            .08 ppm 

FdA Limits                                                                                                                            .05 ppm

Fresh Clean Outside Air                                                                                                      .04-.08 ppm

Stale Indoor Air                                                                                                          .001-.006 ppm

CatMouse MultiPet*                                                                                                         .01- .04 ppm
(Byproduct of Ionization)

.05

50

.00

.00

.10

100

.25

250

.50

500

parts per million

parts per billion

.15

150

.04

40

.01

10

.08

80

Beneficial Mood Lifting,  Air Cleaning Ion Levels

CatMouse MultiPet                                                                                                                                       100,000 cc

Fresh Air Near Waterfalls,                                                                                     100,000 cc

Fresh Clean Outside Air                                                                                 2,000 cc

urban Outside Air                                                                        1,000 cc

Stale Indoor Air                                                                            100 cc 

1000 1,000 2,000 100,000cubic centimeters (cc)

After Thunderstorm

Beach, Surf & Waves

Nature’s Balanced Organic OxyionTM Composition

CatMouse MultiPet output is regulated to meet government agency limits which are, as shown above,

actually far below those levels found beneficial in the best of nature itself.
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oxyionTm Production:        >1x106/cm3

negative ionizer:                Needlepoint ionization (highest ion-producing 
                                            method available) using surgical stainless steel
                                            electrodes (to prevent corrosion and provide long 
                                                 life)

activated oxygen (o3) 
Portion output:                  0.01 to 0.04 parts per million similar to fresh, 
                                            clean outside forest air and well below FDA Limit
                                            Standards of 0.05 ppm and EPA Limit Standards
                                            of 0.08 ppm per 8 hour interval, less than half of 
                                            OSHA Limit Standards of 0.10 ppm per 8 hour 
                                            interval and NIOSH Limit Standards of 0.10 ppm
                                            limit, and is lead free RoHS compliant

natural byproduct of 
needlepoint ionization:      Activated Oxygen (O3) then 
                                            Oxygen (O2)

Half-life of 
activated oxygen (o3):      Approximately every 30 minutes, 50% of the 
                                            Activated Oxygen (O3) produced converts to 
                                            pure oxygen (O2). Remaining residual Activated 
                                            Oxygen (O3) will continue to be reduced in half 
                                            about every 30 minutes.

adjustable Settings:          HI/LOW  

electrical:                           12VDC from 120VAC power supply adapter.
                                            12VDC vehicle adapter.

Cord length:                      6 feet (1.83 m) for 120VAC adapter
                                            12 feet (3.94 m) for 12VDC vehicle adapter

Power Consumption:        6 watts
                                            
Dimensions:                       300 x 180 x 95 mm or 12” x 7.2” x 3.8”

Weight:                               2.8 lbs. (1280g)

Coverage area:                  Up to 500 square feet

enclosure:                          Environmentally safe, tough, corrosion 
                                            resistant, ABS & PVC plastics
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CatMouse MultiPet Warranty 18

WE STAND BEHIND OUR PRODUCTS:
US Imagineering, Inc. warrants this product under a 6 month limited
warranty for defects in manufacture or workmanship.  
Do noT ReTURn THiS iTem To PlaCe oF PURCHaSe.

Contact USI for any problems at ZapOdorsGone.com or 
1-877-ZAP-ODOR.

For all warranty issues, a Return Authorization number & Proof of
Purchase is required,  please contact US Imagineering, Inc.  at
www.ZapOdorsGone.com and click on Warranty/Returns for
complete instructions. The return shipping cost is the responsibility
of the customer; therefore, returned products must be shipped
prepaid and insured. CoDs are not accepted. Original shipping
fees are non-refundable. Products repaired or replaced under
warranty will not incur reshipping charges. Under this warranty, the
sole remedy shall be repair, exchange, or replacement at USI’s
discretion.

This warranty does not cover any charges for labor, downtime, or
any other consequential or incidental damages resulting from the
sale, use or improper functioning of the product. The warranty does
not cover product failures due to misuse or abuse, improper
maintenance,  normal wear and tear, typical required periodic
replacement products or circumstances beyond the control of US
Imagineering, Inc.

limiTaTion DamageS: US IMAGINEERING, INC. SHALL NOT BE LIABLE

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY ON THIS PRODUCT.

EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO INSURE THE COMPLETE
ACCURACY OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS MANUAL. NO LIABILITY
ARISING FROM ITS USE, HOWEVER, CAN BE ACCEPTED BY THE
COMPANY, WHO RESERVES THE RIGHT, WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE, TO
ALTER THE SPECIFICATIONS, CONSTRUCTION, OR CONTENT OF ITS
EQUIPMENT AT THE COMPANY’S OWN DISCRETION.

WWW.ZaPoDoRSgone.Com
1-877-ZaP-oDoR



TM

Orders May Be 

Directed To:

US Imagineering Inc.

P.O. Box 835

West Bend, WI 53095

www.ZapOdorsGone.com

1-877-ZAP-ODOR

262-334-6222 fax

Shipping Flat Rates* for Continental U.S.

(All orders include shipping insurance)

Total Price of Merchandise Standard Delivery        Other

$0.01- $19.99                         $8.95                           

$20.00 -$39.99                        $9.95

$40.00 -$59.99                       $10.95

$60.00 -$99.99                       $11.95

$100.00-$149.99                    $14.95

$150.00-$199.99                    $16.95

$200.00-$299.99                    $18.95

Over $300.00 please call for quote

*subject to change without notice
For International Orders please email us at info@shopusi.com
for a quote.

For Hawaii,
Alaska &
other US

Territories -
Please call,
e-mail or fax

for a ship
quote

OrdErEd BY:

Name____________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

City_________________ State ___ ZIP _________________

Phone (day) ____________ (evening) ___________________

E-Mail Address ____________________________________

SHIP TO:   

We can ship to your business address

Name _________________________________________

Address _______________________________________

City_________________ State ___ ZIP_______________

Phone (day) ____________ (evening) _________________

SHIPPING
(See chart below-left)

SUB TOTAL

5.6% SALES TAX
(WI residents only)

TOTAL

Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice

To purchase genuine CatMouse MultiPet 
replacement parts visit www.ZapOdorsGone.com

Thank You For
Your Order!

dESCrIPTION                                                                ITEM#              PrICE        EXT PrICE

Stainless Steel Cathode Collection Plate              EAS-270M-01        $9.95

120VAC Power Supply                                            EAS-270M-03        $9.95

220VAC Power Supply                                          CM-0010-08        $12.95

12VdC Vehicle Adapter                                           EAS-270M-02        $5.95

Mounting kit                                                          EAS-270M-04        $3.95

method of Payment

Credit Card    r MC  r VISA  r American Express

#_______________________________  Exp/ Date: __________

3-Digit Security Code (located on back of card) __________

Name On Card ______________________________________

Signature ____________________________________________

r Money Order (US funds only) - Please make payable to 
US Imagineering, Inc.



The CatMouseTM MultiPetTM is so effective and
economical, its uses are virtually endless –

Safely & Easily Deodorize and Sanitize 
almost everything!

Every home & office can use it too!

• Sport Lockers
• Basements
• RV’s/Campers
• Trailer Homes
• Cellars
• Attics
• Conference Rooms
• Cafeterias
• Bathrooms
• Garages
• Dresses
• Suits
• Jackets

• Gym Bags
• Purses
• Briefcases
• BackPacks
• Wallets/Money
• Cell Phones
• Ipod/MP3 Players
• Remote Controls
• Cameras
• Keyboards
• Laptops
• Books/Papers
• Leather

• Hampers
• Eye Glasses
• Magazines
• Watches/Keys
• Tools
• Pens/Pencils
• Staplers
• Diaper Pails
• Garbage Cans
• Food Thermometers
• Pantries
• Even Food
• And More!

Homes/Cabins/Trailers Basements

RV’s/Campers Sports Lockers

Can Kill
MRSA

Bacterium!





TM

DESIGN
GROUP

CatMouse
Open A New Window...
Electronically!

CatMouse MultiPet High Output 
Air Purifier & Room Deodorizer
Keep kennels, multiple litter boxes,
homes, motor homes, basements &

more, clean & fresh!

CatMouse Litter box/Pet Area & 
Small Room Deodorizer

The “Purrrfect” solution for keeping litter
boxes, pet areas, closets, laundry rooms &

more clean & fresh!

For more information about CatMouseTM

or CatMouse MultiPetTM

or our other innovative products visit 
www.zapodorsgone.com!

© 2012  www.zapodorsgone.com a division of US Imagineering, Inc.
CatMouse, is a trademark of US Imagineering, Inc.
West Bend, WI 53095
edition 02/12

Deodorizes
Areas up to
50 sq. ft.

Deodorizes
Areas up to
500 sq. ft.


